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Evening Welcome...



Exams this year

● The exam season will run from 

Monday 23rd May 2022 until Friday 

24th June 2022 for year 13 this year.

● The exam contingency day is 

Wednesday 29th June.

● Exams have been ‘promised’ to go 

ahead this year.



Exams this year

● There will be provisions made due 

to the effect of ‘lost learning’ from the 

pandemic.

● Topic lists- CAUTION these are 

mainly showing where the majority of 

the marks will be awarded- students 

can still be assessed on other areas

● Grade boundaries will be adjusted 

to bring them in line with previous 

years



What’s happened so far?

● Students have been using tutor time 

to create a revision timetable

● Please discuss this with them and 

ask them to show you it.

● Students have attended a ‘stress 

less’ session from Nottingham Trent 

University and have received 

information on making stress an 

advantage during tutor time.



What’s happened so far?

● Extra support has been offered to the students 



What’s happened so far?

● Students have been provided with a ‘learning how 

to learn’ handbook



The Revision Process – A Two Step Approach

1. Produce a revision timetable

2. Implement the ‘3 A’s of Exam Preparation’





ASSESS:

What you can do to support:

- Ensure your child is testing their knowledge

- Get them to explain to you which areas they need to do more work on and how they 

know this



ACTION:

What you can do to support:

- Get them to show you their RAG rated list of topics

- Get them to show you their revision materials (look at how many topics they’ve 

produced these for in relation to how many topics they need to revise)

- Use the steps on the following slides to support them in using their revision strategies

revision strategies



REVISION STRATEGIEStto ensure 

students are ‘exam ready’…. And how 

you can help!



TWO SLOW, ONE FAST 
This is a technique that is designed to take away all the chaos and uncertainty of answering a

question in an exam. It focuses on skill development by asking students to repeat a tricky process 3 times….

1. Students write an answer slowly (no time limit) using notes and mark schemes

2. Students write the answer out again slowly (no time limit) but this time from memory so no notes or 
mark schemes

3. Students write the answer out again but this time in exam conditions (timed and with no notes etc)

This technique works well with subjects that require extended writing or mathematical problem solving and 
it helps to support students with exam timings



TWO SLOW, ONE FAST - HOW YOU CAN HELP

Ask them to explain the technique to you and how 
they’re going to use it (you don’t need to fully 

understand it, however it will help them to develop 
their own understanding by doing this)

Do not be afraid to ask them to clarify bits of it to 
help you (and them!) understand what they’re doing!



WRITE – REVIEW - RIGHT 
Write a response to a question without notes or a mark 
scheme

Review your answer against the mark scheme – look at 
points such as where you would’ve dropped marks; what 
did you miss out of your response; where did you ‘waffle’; 
did you link to the source material etc

Now, write the answer again using the points you picked up 
from the mark scheme



WRITE-REVIEW-RIGHT - HOW YOU CAN HELP

When they’ve completed all 3 steps, ask them the following questions:

Can you explain the difference between the 2 versions of your answer?  

Where exactly did you go wrong in the first version?  

What was the result of that error?  

What did you do to improve your answer in the second version?



APPLY:

What you can do to support:
- Check that they are GOING BACK and completing MORE exam questions 

on the topics they were previously weaker in

- Check that they are either using mark schemes to review the answers 

they’ve written or that they are submitting their answers to their 

teacher for marking



HOW PREVIOUSLY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS DID IT



HOW PREVIOUSLY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS DID IT



HOW PREVIOUSLY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS DID IT



What happens next?

Students will be given access to 

Mindfulness Mondays and

Well-being Wednesdays (every 

other week)

Revision time during tutor time will 

also be available on Tuesday 

mornings



HOW YOU CAN HELP TO MANAGE 
EXAM STRESS AND ANXIETY

Signs of stress:
• Worrying a lot
• Feeling tense

• Headaches and stomach pains
• Not sleeping well

• Irritable
• Losing interest in food or eating 

more than normal
• Not enjoying activities they 

previously enjoyed
• Being negative and having a low 

mood
• Feeling hopeless about the future

Make sure they eat 
well

Help them get 
enough sleep 

Be flexible during 
exams

Help them study

Talk about exam 
nerves

Do not add to the 
pressure

Make time for down 
time/treats



Coping with stress

✓ Practice gratitude

✓ Social media- pros and cons

✓ Exercise

✓ Reaching out to someone



Exam Results Day

18th August 

2022


